Upcoming Bestsellers & Notable Books
September - December 2020

Here’s a heads-up on some of our favorite authors who have new books coming out in the next few months. Reserve your copy today.

September
Backman, Frederik – ANXIOUS PEOPLE
Balson, Ronald – ELI’S PROMISE
Brown, Sandra – THICK AS THIEVES
Cleeves, Ann – THE DARKEST EVENING
Deveraux, Jude – CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
Ferrante, Elena – THE LYING LIFE OF ADULTS
Flynn, Vince – TOTAL POWER
Follett, Ken – THE EVENING AND THE MORNING
Galbraith, Robert – TROUBLED BLOOD
Hiaasen, Carl – SQUEEZE ME
Hornby, Nick – JUST LIKE YOU
Johansen, Iris – CHAOS
Johnson, Craig – NEXT TO LAST STAND
Kline, Christina Baker – TIN TICKET
Lupica, Mike – ROBERT B. PARKER’S FOOL’S PARADISE
Macmillan, Gilly – TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH
Mallery, Susan – HAPPY THIS CHRISTMAS
Miller, Sue – MONOGAMY
Morrow, Bradford – THE FORGER’S DAUGHTER
Mosley, Walter – THE AWKWARD BLACK MAN

October
Andrews, Donna – THE GIFT OF THE MAGPIE
Banville, John – SNOW
Cameron, W. Bruce – A DOG’S PERFECT CHRISTMAS
Carr, Robyn – RETURN TO VIRGIN RIVER
Child, Lee – THE SENTINEL
Christie, Agatha – MIDWINTER MURDER: FIRESIDE TALES FROM THE QUEEN OF MYSTERY
Colgan, Jenny – CHRISTMAS AT THE ISLAND HOTEL
Connolly, John – DIRTY SOUTH
Cussler, Clive – MARAUDER
Evans, Richard Paul – THE NOEL LETTERS
Flagg, Fannie – THE WONDER BOY OF WHISTLE STOP
November

Archer, Jeffrey – HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT
Atkins, Ace – ROBERT B PARKER’S SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME
Baldacci, David – DAYLIGHT
Brackston, Paula – THE GARDEN OF PROMISES AND LIES
Brown, Rita Mae – OUT OF HOUNDS
Cameron, Marc – TOM CLANCY SHADOW OF THE DRAGON
Clark, Mary Higgins – PIECE OF MY HEART
Cline, Ernest – READY PLAYER TWO
Coelho, Paulo – THE ARCHER
Connelly, Michael – THE LAW OF INNOCENCE
Cornwell, Bernard – WAR LORD
Evanovich, Janet – FORTUNE AND GLORY
Fletcher, Jessica and Jon Land – MURDER SHE WROTE: MURDER IN SEASON
French, Tana – THE SEARCHER
Gregory, Philippa – DARK TIDES
Grisham, John – A TIME FOR MERCY
Horowitz, Anthony – MOONFLOWER MURDERS
Jenoff, Pam – THE DIPLOMAT’S WIFE
Krauss, Nicole – TO BE A MAN
Lethem, Jonathan – THE ARREST
Nugent, Liz – LITTLE CRUELITIES
Patterson, James – DEADLY CROSS
Perry, Anne – A CHRISTMAS RESOLUTION
Steel, Danielle – ALL THAT GLITTERS

December

Dodd, Christina – WRONG ALIBI
Fisher, Tarryn – THE WRONG FAMILY
Kepler, Lars – LAZARUS
Lindsay, Jeff – FOOL ME TWICE
Patterson, James – NYPD RED 6
Perry, Thomas – EDDIE’S BOY
Smiley, Jane – PERESTROIKA IN PARIS
Woods, Stuart – HUSH HUSH